
Angler Innovations, Inc.  
Presents:

Rigging and Fishing The Dick's Sure Spin® Prawn Bait



Dick's Sure Spin® and Prawn

Tim Juarez, a well-known northwest guide who 
fishes Oregon bays and rivers, called in late spring to 
share his new experience with Sure Spin Bait Fish 
Helmet.  He said that he had adapted the helmet for 

use with a cured prawn and that it was extremely 
effective. Tim said, “people need to know about this, 
you can‘t believe the beautiful prawn spin...and it's 

deadly!”



My next trip out: 
Bam!

It was a beauty of 
a day but a slow bite.

Decided to try the new
concept.  Fish in the net 

within minutes



Sure Spins and Prawns

Dyed and cured prawns in pink are most commonly used at this 
time, but green, blue, and purple are available.  

● There are many pre-cured prawns available through local tackle 
shops, as well as products for preparing your own.

● We use pink and green helmets presently, but they come in a variety 
of colors, including clear UV.

● Most prawns fit nicely into the size Small helmet but some prawns 
can be large and may need a size Medium helmet.



Rigging Options
● We use Maruto Hooks, both barbed and barb-less, single sickle-

style and trebles depending upon regulations.
● 25 to 30 pound leader material is typical.
● Single sickle hook sizes range from 2/0 to 3/0, rigged single or 

double.
● A single treble, or treble rigged as a trailer behind a single sickle on 

top.
● There are many ways to tie up a rig so be creative.



Pink Sure Spin® with Maruto Treble
Rigging Option 1



Green Sure Spin® with Maruto Treble
Rigging Option 1



Rigging Option 2
Bobber stop+3/0 sickle+Treble(#1 or 2) with Nushagak tie.



Rigging Option 3
Double Sickles tied close: standard snell

1/0, 2/0, 3/0 Maruto Sickles Red or Black Nickel barbed or 
barb-less + bobber stop



Sure Spin-Prawn Combo:
Bobber stops

● Whether you tie your own, or use the commercially made stops, as 
used with bait fish, this part of the rig is very important.

● The stop in place against the helmet relieves all line and water 
pressure from the hook(s) giving the bait action, longevity, and 
secure hook placement.

● Options to a stop include placing a toothpick into the leader pass 
hole on the helmet to jam the leader.



Sure Spin/Prawn: Prawn Placement



Place the prawn, insert toothpick, trim, and draw leader, 
pulling stop against the helmet. Hook placed in the “nose” 

of the prawn.



Fishing the Sure Spin/Prawn Bait

● Knots used are Palomar, Snell, and Nushagak knots
● Can be used alone or with the various flashers available
● Trolled at speeds of .8 to 1.3 MPH most typically, try to create a 

spin on the prawn approximately one to two revolutions per 
second.

● May be “back bounced.”
● May be used at anchor.
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